Comparison of features of carcinogen-transformed human cells in vitro with sarcoma-derived cells.
To define characteristics of chemically transformed phenotypes during and after progression to neoplasia and to assess their relationship to those phenotypes expressed by surgically removed sarcoma lesions, we compared the characteristics in the following manner. We investigated: (1) alterations in growth patterns; (2) anchorage-independent growth; (3) reactivity with monoclonal antibodies directed against surface antigen; (4) invasiveness in embryonic chick skin; (5) tumorigenicity in nude mice; and (6) karyology. Fifty different sarcoma cell lines were examined which exhibited different rates and absolute numbers of population doublings. With one exception, all sarcoma cell lines exhibited a finite life span ranging from 60 to 100 population doublings. Populations of these cells that exhibited anchorage-independent growth in soft agar also reacted positively with a monoclonal antibody (MoAb) 345.134S directed against a 115K-GP cell surface glycoprotein. Similarly, chemically transformed cells that grew in soft agar also reacted with the MoAb 345.134S, whereas cells with an inability to grow in soft agar did not. Cell lines established from human sarcoma and from chemically transformed human fibroblasts that reacted positively with the MoAb 345.134S were invasive for embryonic chick skin and formed tumors in nude mice. The selection medium used during culture of the carcinogen-treated cells resulted in the appearance of an altered phenotype that after at least 16 population doublings exhibited characteristics common to those cells derived from human sarcomas.